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 I like to tell my clients that we are

meaning-making machines! 
 

Our limiting-beliefs are the stories and views we hold
about the world and ourselves.

We have a feeling of certainty about what something
means.

 

 These beliefs have such a profound effect on us,
and we view the whole world through that lens. 

Our expectations create our reality!
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So, let's look at what we are expecting.
 Is it failing at things, not attracting the right

partner, not earning enough, thinking that no one
"gets us"?

Or are we expecting miracles, love,
abundance, and joy to flood our lives? 



 
We all hold entirely different

beliefs, and these can either help
us

 CREATE the life we desire 
or they hold us back from making

that life we want!
 
 

Our limiting beliefs and the stories we tell ourselves
about what we can expect from our life determines
what we call in - and what we, in turn, get from life.
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 "Show me someone's life, and I'll
show you their beliefs"



 What we believe will
manifest into our reality. 

And when that happened, you became a new
version of yourself—someone who believed

something different about the world, themselves,
and their experiences.
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So, where do these beliefs come from,
and how can we change them? 

Have your beliefs changed at some point in
your life?

 I bet they have!



Isn't it shocking?

We learn our belief systems by the age of 3 years
old, and by the age of 6, they are firmly ingrained

into us! 
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 Now have a look back over your own life
and notice where the same pattern has

shown up

We then move through life, creating
experiences that match our beliefs

REMEMBER - YOUR LIMITING BELIEFS
HAVE SHAPED EVERYTHING YOU DO
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Once you expose 
your limiting beliefs, 

you can start 
DOING

something about them! 

They have prevented you
from going after things you
want in life, and perhaps
even stopped you from
trying in the first place 



LET'S GET REAL AND HONEST WITH
OURSELVES AND SEE WHERE WE

HAVE A LIMITING BELIEF. 
 
 

It might be as simple as someone gave
you a specific look when you walked

into the room.
 

You unconsciously took on
an idea, a view, 

that you are not worthy, that
you are unloved, and

something is wrong with you



I walked into the cafeteria and saw a boy who lived down the
street from me, so I walked over to his table where he was

sitting with his friends and asked him if we could walk home
together after school one day. 

 For example: For me, it was when I moved
to Texas from Holland with my family. 

He got embarrassed and blushed, and his
friends started joking around. I flushed and got

embarrassed, too and walked away. 
 

For years I called in that kind of man to
prove to myself that this was the case!!!

I then had it mean
 (yes, we ARE meaning-making machines) 

that men can't be trusted and that they will hurt me! 
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Let's bring some
awareness of where

you are at this
moment.

 
What limiting beliefs do I

have around each of these
areas:

Body

1.
2.
3.

Love/Relationships

1.
2.
3.



What limiting
beliefs do I have
around each of
these areas:

Fitness

1.
2.
3.

Career

1.
2.
3.
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What limiting
beliefs do I have
around each of
these areas:

Fun
1.
2.
3.

Faith/Spiritual Growth

1.
2.
3.
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What limiting
beliefs do I have
around each of
these areas:

Creativity

1.
2.
3.
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Look at each of these areas of your
life to bring awareness of what

beliefs hold you back from Feeling
Fully You, the fully expressed you! 



IT IS TIME TO GET REAL AND
HONEST AND TO ASK YOURSELF

SOME QUESTIONS: 
 

What do I believe about myself and
my life in each of these topics?

 
What do I complain about?

 
    What do I hear myself saying? 

 
         What kind of people do I

attract? 
 

      What do I feel hopeless about?



1.
2.
3.

Body

Love/Relationships

Friends

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
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1.
2.
3.

Finances

Fitness

Career

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
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1.
2.
3.

Fun

Faith/Spiritual

Creativity

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
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Awareness may be tricky at first,
yet that is the point about limiting

beliefs, they are unconsciously
ruling your life. 

 
With these questions, they are

coming out of hiding, and a pattern
starts to appear.

Now that you have written these
beliefs down let's look back and trace

the origin of that story.



When did you take that
decision of defeat?
 Was it a parent? 

Was it school?

How did YOU make whatever they
expressed verbally or energetically

mean something about YOURSELF? 
 You decided to hear THAT

story, interpret it, and
unconsciously to take it on as

truth,
 so a limiting belief is born. 
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Our thoughts create our beliefs. 
Our beliefs affect how we feel about ourselves,

our emotions. 

How we feel about ourselves, our
emotions, control which actions

we take in life. 

What actions we take in life affects what
events happen in our life. 

And in turn, the events that happen in
our life control what happens in our

lives. 
 

A CONTINUAL LOOP! 
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It becomes a self-
fulfilling prophecy. 

We, humans, 
are such fascinating

creatures, 
aren't we? 



 
 Use the following sheets to
pinpoint when or how this

situation occurred. 
 

Scan your life and come up
with one or more instances
that you took on this belief.

 
What is its origin? 

:



1.
2.
3.

 When did you take on this
limiting belief about :

Body

Friends

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
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Love/Relationships



1.
2.
3.

 When did you take on this
limiting belief about :

Finances

Career

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
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Fitness



1.
2.
3.

 When did you take on this
limiting belief about :

Fun

Creativity

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
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Faith/Spiritual Growth



To make upgrades to our lives,
 we have to first make upgrades

to our BELIEFS.
 

 By doing so,
 our life will be a natural reflection 
of what is happening in our inner

world.
 
  MEANING :

WHAT WE SEE IN 
OUR WORLD, 

IS WHAT IS GOING ON IN OUR
BELIEFS.
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I had it mean that I am greedy and chubby. I
was too young to have a sense of self-worth

and didn't know how to process others'
judgments. 

So I took this comment as being 
the TRUTH! 

This meant that I struggled with weight
later in life, always felt like the big one,

even when I was NOT big.

 Another example:An aunt made a clumsy
remark about how I finished off a piece of
cake in no time when I was five years old.. 
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Taking on the belief that I was
different, 

bigger than most people, more
greedy than others.

 
and then called in all situations

which made this true.....
 

unconsciously searching for
evidence that this is true.

 
THEREFORE, I CREATED AN

ENTIRE IDENTITY AROUND BEING
BIG AND GREEDY.
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Being greedy felt terrible, 
and I made sure I was not a taker, or greedy.

so I spent my life, giving to others,
 often at my own expense,

 
 Anything but to be thought of as greedy! 

 IS THIS STARTING TO SOUND 
FAMILIAR? 

We have so many unconscious
beliefs which come from:

 OUR FAMILY,
SOCIETY, 
SCHOOL, 
 RELIGION.



. Perhaps you heard that
 "Money doesn't grow on trees",

 "rich people aren't happy", 
"Money is difficult to come by and easy to lose", 

the list is endless!

 Now look back over your life and see if you took
 on those beliefs as truth. 

Did you spend your life hustling and not earning
much but working long hours? 

Did you prove to yourself that these beliefs are true?

LET'S TAKE A LOOK AT CERTAIN
BELIEFS ABOUT MONEY.

If so, money would have always been
challenging to come by, 

and you will never have ease and flow
around money 

until you change your beliefs!! 
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Now start seeing a pattern- 
What are you saying to yourself to
justify why life isn't working out for

you?"
 

"When we argue FOR our limitations,
we get to keep them", 

author Evelyn Waugh wrote. 
 

So it is up to YOU. 
 

Do you want to keep these beliefs? 
Are you ready to start changing them

so that you can experience life
differently?
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Now, look over
your lists and pick

the THREE
beliefs that hold you

back the most in
your life and stop

you from achieving
your goals. 

 



1.

2.

3.
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My TOP 3 limiting beliefs that are
holding me back the MOST are:



 Once you've identified
those limiting beliefs,

 
 the next part you will do

is to write down all of
your justifications, 

 
ALL THE EVIDENCE

YOU'VE FOUND THAT
MAKES THIS BELIEF

REAL FOR YOU.
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1.

2.

3.
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My TOP 3 evidence that these beliefs are
true:
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 Another example: 
 

My limiting belief was that it is impossible to be slim. 
I tried numerous diets, lost weight, and put it back on. 
I had a personal trainer for years, but the moment life

got difficult;

 I reached for sugary things,
cancelled seeing the trainer, and

the weight went on again.. 

Remember no two people will have
the same beliefs. 

You might have similar ones,
 yet you build the world through YOUR beliefs, 

the lens through which 
YOU see the world.



Now the next step is to replace these
beliefs with new beliefs.

 
It may seem silly at first, yet your

subconscious mind will work with you!
. 
 
 Think back to a time in your life when

you believed something to be true, 
but now you believe something

completely different.

 WE ARE BRINGING
CONSCIOUSNESS TO THIS, AND

THEREFORE CHANGING THE LENS
AND IN DOING SO, CHANGING

YOUR LIFE!!!! 



1.

2.

3.
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What were the shifts for you? 
Write those shifts down!

I used to believe:



1.

2.

3.
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What were the shifts for you? 
Write them down!

Now I believe:
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So look at that:
 you have already shifted
your beliefs during your

whole life! 
 

Now, what new beliefs
are you ready to take on?
This is where it gets to be

fun:
 

YOU ARE CREATING YOUR
NEW BELIEFS!!!
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These are the TOP NEW beliefs
 I want to TAKE ON in:

Body

Love/Relationships

Friends

Finances

Fitness

Carerer

Fun

Faith/Spiritual Growth

Creativity



 
For example:  

 

For money: I earn money with ease and
flow: clients, find me effortlessly.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Love/relationships: I am calling in the right
person who is loving, trustworthy, and

genuine who will treat me like a Queen.
 



Body Body

Friends

Finances

Fitness

Career

Fun

So what I want you to do now is to create 2
columns and write down:

The old belief The new Belief

Love/Relationships

Faith/Spiritual

Creaitvity

Love/Relationships

Friends

Finances

Fitness

Career

Fun

Faith/Spiritual

Creaitvity



The next part is different from
what most coaches and spiritual

teachers teach you. 
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By using a combination of metaphysical
processes, paradoxical intention, and

duplication, these beliefs change
incredibly rapidly!

 
So we will be using four elements: 

Images, Thoughts, Emotions,
and Body Sensations 
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This is duplicating the experience. 
Fully Feel it for around 20-30

seconds. 
  

The charge that we have with experiencing
that limiting belief, the pull or repel against

it, gets neutralised by doing this. 
 

We create more space, more choice and
become an observer looking AT 
the belief vs being pulled into it!

 

Have a look at your first limiting belief and Feel it FULLY;
experience it fully, allowing the Images, Thoughts,

Emotions, and Body Sensations
that come up with that limiting belief to fully be present as

if you are experiencing them now.
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Now take a deep breath in
and Feel a NEW BELIEF.

 
Again fully feeling it, experiencing 

 

Images, Thoughts,
Emotions, and Body

sensations that go with it.
 
 

Do this three times for
every OLD and NEW

belief.



Now for the next
step is to take
ACTION!

For example: if your NEW belief is that you
want to have ease and flow in managing

money.

1.

2.
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How will you act around money?

How will you show up?



Now for the next
step is to take
ACTION!

For example: if your NEW belief is that you
want to have ease and flow in managing

money.

3.

4.
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Give more and appreciate the things in your
life that don't cost a lot of money?

Will you worry less?



 You will start to
see ways to

increase your
income and

increase your
ease around

money.



 
Write down your ACTION step:
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Body

Love/Relationships

Friends

Finances

Fitness

Carerer

Fun

Faith/Spiritual Growth

Creativity
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You are bringing your beliefs
into consciousness and are

slowly changing them.
  

The more you go inside and start examining
where they come from, 

feel them fully, 
and feel a new belief, 

 
 

Now, remember, your past
does NOT dictate your 

FUTURE.

the more the world around
you starts changing!!!



Join my FREE community of
changemakers who have made it their

priority and mission to create the reality
they desire and deserve!

 Request access by clicking rhe button
below

Your next step...
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Join now >>

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2812053735701643


You are the architect of your life's experience, so
make sure that you get to live your life

Fully

I am so excited about your

by creating what YOU want out of 

Journey!

YOUR life!!!
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